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AID AVAILABLE TO COLLEGE STUDENTS OP TODAY

INTRODUCTION

The first scholarship was established in 1643 by Lady
Ann Mowlson when Harvard was seven years old.

This gift in¬

itiated a long series of financial aids which by 1940 helped
46$ of those going to college, in whole or in part, to obtain
an education.

Their influence has become so far-reaching that

of the 1,208,227 men and women who are attending college almost
one-half have to rely upon aid.

It is known that men of .finan¬

cial means aided the colleges from their foundation, because
many of them were founded by religious sects and had in their
early days a very strong religious objective.

The establishment

of scholarships, however, was not extensive until the twentieth
t>

century.
Prom 1643 to the Civil War there were some scholarships
founded and it is interesting to note them.

About 1660, wills

*

of William Browne and his descendants established Harvard scholar¬
ships for students from Salem, Massachusetts.

Between 1802 and

1867 the number of gifts set up by descendants of members of
Harvard classes amounted to about #4,000 annually for scholar¬
ships, and ten more larger scholarships were set up later by
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descendants of some of the members of the older classes.
The first boy who received help through an .American
college was Zechariah Brigden who entered Harvard College
at the age of fourteen and received his diploma in 1657.
It seems that on December 31, 1654, which must have been
his freshman year or early part of his sophomore year, he
received for ringing the bell and waiting on table 1L 2s.6d.
Among the early scholarships at Yale University is one
set up in 1823 by gifts from David C. DeForest to be used
for descendants of the donor or for other students in Yale
College.
The Sereno Gaylord Scholarship at Yale established by
himself in 1856 is still available for a student in good
standing at Yale College.
William and Mary College had a number of scholarships in
the early days for young men from Virginia in which provisions
were m de for the exemption of students from §75*00 or more
in fees.

A will probated in 1748 may be of interest:

The John B. Lightfoot Scholarship. (1) Mrs. Mary Minor
LIghtfoot, of Richmond, Virginia, bequeathed in her will
the sum of two thousand dollars (§2,000.00) to establish
a scholarship at the College of William and Mary in
memory of her husband, John B. Lightfoot.
It was Mrs.
Lightfoot*s desire that such a scholarship should be
established at the College of William and Mary since
Philip Lightfoot, an ancestor of her husband, by his
will p* ©bated on June 20,1748, in York County, estab¬
lished scholarships at the College by language in his

(1)

University of Virginia catalog, 1943.

will, as follows:
"I give to the College of William
and Mary the sum of five hundred pounds current, for
a foundation for two poor scholars forever, to be
brought up to the ministry of the Church of England or
such other public employment as shall be most suitable
to their capacities, which sum I desire my executors to
pay to the President and Masters of the College within
twelve months after my decease, to be laid out for that
purpose and it*s my will and desire that my son, William
Lightfoot, have the nomination and preference of the
first six scholars*”
The Twentieth Century, with its unlimited resources in
this country, made possible the establishment of thousands of
these aids and their discussion is the purpose of this paper
which will deal with the following phases of the problem:
1.

The costs of a college education in the four sections
of the United States.

2.

The scholarships, loans, and fellowships available
now in the colleges and universities in different
sections.

3.

Present work-aid opportunities for students.

4.

The Cooperative Plan of Education in the United
States.

5.

Federal Aid to college students (1932-1942).

6.

Privately endowed scholarships.

7.

Use of Aids by Hartford (Conn.) Public High School.

8.

Future Aid.
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A GENERAL SURVEY OF THE COSTS OP COLLEGE EDUCATION
IN THE DIFFERENT SECTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES
. /

■

.

It may be of value in a discussion of loans, aids, and
scholarships to know the cost of the first year of college,
because the future years will generally vary but little.
In a study (1) which has been made and summarized, it was
found that with the exception of forty institutions the
annual costs are consistently below $1000.

Although the

expenses of colleges for women are more than those of men,
$700 will probably cover the expenses for a year except for
the cost of clothing, amusements, off-campus activities, and
travel.

Of the $700 a considerable portion will be spent in

tuition.

The cost will be found to vary in State institutions,

denominational or church-supported colleges, and privately endowed institutions.
For example, in State institutions there is for residents
of the State, tuition charge or a very small one for residents
of the State.

For those attending from outside the State,

there is a fee of #50 or more in addition to that asked of
State residents.

There are thirty-five State institutions in

which no charge is made to residents of that State.

In fifty-

nine others, there is a charge of $20 to #300 and an average of
about #80.

Only thirteen State institutions charge more than

$100 for tuition.
(1)
■

Working Your Way Through College - Vocational Division
Bulletin #210, Federal Security Agency, U.S. Office of
Education, 1940.

.
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Tuition is higher in the denominational colleges*
It averages $200 in the men*s colleges, $195 in the women*s,
and $162 in the co-educational institutions*

One of the

latter offers free tuition; twenty-four have rates less than
•*r- •• »

$100.

;

One college for women charges $500; others range from

$201 to $400 in 83 denominational colleges*

(1)

Consideration of the 149 privately controlled colleges (1)
shows that the highest rates are $1,000 in one women*s college,
$700 in another women *s college, $500 in five women,s colleges,
$600 in one menfs college, $450 in four men*s and two women*s
colleges, and $400 in seven men*s colleges, six women*s col¬
leges, and five co-educational institutions.

The average

charges for tuition are $381 in women*s colleges, $341 in
men*s colleges, and $231 in co-educational institutions*
Besides tuition, all must pay matriculation, health ser¬
vice, athletics, library, student activity, gymnasium and
laboratory fees*
Charges for board and room will be found to vary.

In

some institutions they are considered separately; in others
they are taken as a flat rate.

In some State institutions,

meals cost as little as $5 a week, although $7 is a better
estimate in the West and $9 in the East.

The privately con¬

trolled institutions vary from $6 in co-educational institu¬
tions to $7 in men*s colleges and $10 in women*s colleges.

(1) Working Your Way Through College - Vocational Division
Bulletin #210, Federal Security Agency, U.S. Office of
Education, 1940.
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It should be mentioned, however, that many self-supporting
students work for their meals waiting on table, and perform¬
ing other similar duties*
/*•

„

.

*

■

;

^

'

Incidental expenses probably will amount to $20 to $25
for books and stationery, and $2 per week for laundry unless
it is sent home*
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II. TABLE 1 - ILLUSTRATING CHAPTER I.
•

*

- ‘

-

.

I am quoting under the approximate coats on the follow¬
ing page the charges of tuition, other fees, room and board,
and incidentals for the four sections of the country included
in this study in 1942*

They are carefully designated and are

of interest to the reader in showing the wide range of costs.
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Table 1.
The Southern Association of Colleges and Universities
State
Alabama
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Mississippi
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia
West Virginia

Tuition

Other Fees

#0-300
0-225
0-285
0-180
0-200
50-450
0-132
50-225
0-225
0-250
90-400
50-250

#10- 80
12- 62
2- 60
4-107
10- 62
5- 55
10-112
25-115
25-200
5-140
10-180
12- 30

Board
& Room
$180-400
160-365
180-600
118-300
103-375
346-500
162-300
210-315
185-450
153-300
215-500
198-318

Incid.

Total

#25- 185 #340- 712
25-1135 362-1535
10- 100 315- 740
10- 100 199- 507
20- 70 280- 660
14- 120 561-1000
15- 100 294- 500
45- 123 300- 740
11- 180 314- 700
25- 200 225- 967
50- 289 450-1100
51- 71 373- 648

New England Colleges
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont
1.
2.

#0- 450
150- 300
177- 600
150- 450
0- 400
100-1000 0)

#10-160
12— 40
5- 80
14
25- 62
25- 52

#240-600
306-350
174-500
244-425
280-400
270-650

#20-240
25-125
25-279
100-300
50-200
10-150

$500-1100
540- 795
319-1289
494-1100
600- 875
440-1725 (2)

Rollins College
Bennington College
Far Western Colleges

Washington
Oregon
California

#20-200
0-250
0-400

#15- 77
10- 79
5-110

#102- 330 #16-100
162- 385
10-115
204-1000 12-380

$249- 600
312- 700
169-1260

Partial Report from North Central Association
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Michigan
Minnesota
Ohio
Wisconsin

#70-400
102-250
75-300
9-200
75-300
0-250
2-300

$ 5- 50
5- 30
2- 90
6- 60
5- 50
4-201
10- 68

#168-800
162-490
130-400
199-600
189-450
180-600
158-410

$7-175
10-158
10-100
13-100
15-115
18-175
25- 80

$160-1075
362- 835
345- 775
238- 650
292- 900
225- 870
300- 700

- 9 -

III.

SCHOLARSHIPS IN GENERAL.

What is a scholarship?

It is a gift of a non-repayable

type to aid a student, wholly or in part, to secure a col¬
lege education.

Non-repayable is mentioned because there

4

are a number of loans available for young men and women in
college or planning to go to college which are repayable with
interest.

They will be discussed later.

At present there are about 21,168 scholarships for men
and 8,134 for women.

It will be found that there are seven

scholarships for undergraduates to one for graduate school.
In the breakdown of the scholarships, 5,469 have been set up
by the states, 15,868 by the institutions, 2,540 by organiza¬
tions, 881 by individuals, 220 by religious organizations,
and 3,289 by others.

These will be discussed later in this

paper.

A.

Scholarships National in Scope

LaVeme Scholarships, awarded to institutions quoted on
page 21 of "Working Your Way Through College", enable deserv¬
ing students to secure part or all of their tuition for a
college or university training, without regard to sex, race,
religion, or political party provided they are citizens of
the U. S. and have served in the United States Navy or Army
in the World War, and have been honorably discharged, or have

10
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been descended by blood from some one who has served in the
U. S. Army or Navy in the World War I or is in the service
or whose service in said Army or Navy has been terminated
by death or by honorable discharge.
Harvard University has some national scholarships to
enable young men of outstanding ability and promise to come
to Harvard regardless of financial need.

These may be ex¬

tended from one to four years if the holders1 scholarship
warrants it.

The University offers fifteen of these schol¬

arships in the West and South.
Many institutions have listed in their catalogs schol¬
arships for needy and deserving students^ which are granted
>

v

■„

sometimes by competitive examinations and sometimes on rec¬
ommendations of headmasters.

B.

State Scholarships

In a study of the aids for students at the presan t time
it should be not ed that over a score of states offer State
Scholarships.

Sometimes the holders of these scholarships

have to teach or do agricultural work in the State for a
period after graduation, but mcs t institutions have no such
requirement.

Students of good character and ability are

eligible to apply and take examinations for such scholar¬
ships, and the number available is divided equally among leg¬
islative districts or counties of a state.

The awards vary

from |50 to #350 and may be held from one to four years de-

11
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pending upon the scholarship.

A number of states award

scholarships to State-controlled institutions, but a few
states including Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont provide
for students who desire to study in privately owned and
controlled universities and colleges.
The following is an example of the New Jersey Schol¬
arship Plan during the first two years of its operation:
Two hundred and ten scholarships were awarded in 1938.
Ten Governor^ Scholarships awarded at large to the ten
highest eligible candidates:

eighty-one in the class of

1942, colleges for men; eighty-one in the class of 1942,
colleges for women; sixteen in the three upper classes,
colleges for women; and six selected from the recommenda¬
tions made by the State Rehabilitation Commission of New
Jersey.
The basis for awards in New Jersey are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Financial need of student
Character
Intellectual ability
Evidence of leadership
Health
Endorsement of headmaster
Recommendations of two reputable citizens

These scholarships are awarded geographically in pro¬
portion to le gislative representation.

They are awarded for

one year but may be extended to four years.

They cover tuition

I

-
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and fees except for matriculation, diploma, music, labora¬
tory and other deposits*

Application forms are available

at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N. J.
There are World War Orphan Scholarships offered in
three-quarters of the states to orphans of veterans of the
World War*

The information for any state is obtainable at

the State college.
University Scholarships are provided in many states to
those of ability and need upon their graduation from high
school*

Among the states offering these scholarships are:

Arkansas, California,

Colorado,

Illinois, Indiana,

Iowa,

Louisiana, Maine, Michigan, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New
Hampshire,

Ohio, Vermont, and Wyoming#

C* Honor Scholarships*
Honor Scholarships, such as thos e set up by Cecil J*
Rhodes, South African statesman, are awarded for excellence
in scholarship.

There are thirty-two scholarships available

each year in the several states*

The annual value is about

$2000 and they extend for two or three years*

The candidate

must be a U. S* citizen, 19 to 25 years of age and above the
second year of college in a degree-granting institution*
The scholarships are awarded upon a basis of qualities of
manhood, character and leadership, literary and scholastic

13
ability and attainments, and physical vigor as shown by
interest in outdoor sports.
Ratcliffe (1) in 1932 reported that there were over
34,000 scholarships, fellowships, and assistantships avail¬
able in 402 institutions •

The assistance to students varied

from $50 to more than $1500 with a median of $138.

Green-

leaf (2) in 1929 found that almost $4,000,000 was available
for loans in 282 institutions.

The individual loans in

these institutions ranged from $100 to $150.

Klein (3) in

1930 found that land-grant institutions had between a
million and a half and two million dollars available for
scholarships and fellowships, while approximately $600,000
was available for loans.
D.

Special Scholarships

Early in 1939 the Trustees of a Fund known as the
McGregor Fund approached Paul T. Rankin of Detroit, Michigan,
and two other educators, and asked them to set up a plan for
selecting students to receive scholarships to go to college
out of money which the Fund would make available.

In Sep¬

tember of that year the three members of the Committee in¬
corporated as the Student Aid Foundation of Michigan with
the purpose—
•

‘ C *

*

*

(1) Ratcliffe, E.B. - School Life - Financial Aid to College
Students, 27:45-6, November, 1941.
(2) Greenleaf, Walter J. - U.S. Office of Education Bulletin,
No. 11, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 1937.
(3) Klein, A. J. - Survey of Land Grants to Colleges and
Universities, U. S. Office of Education Bulletin, No. 9,
1930.

14 -

“To provide financial aid for the education and
training of the students who give evidence or
promise of high achiev^nent and who have need
for such aid, and to select, counsel, and guide
the students receiving such aid,”
As a Committee the Trustees granted twenty-one schol¬
arships for the school year 1939-40,

In January, 1940,

they solicited candidates, in accordance with tbsir own
plan, from all secondary schools within a radius of about
twenty-five miles from Detroit.

They also invited the

Deans of Colleges nearby to choose one or two of their
best students who were finding it financially difficult
to continue at school and send them to the Student Aid
Foundation as applicants.

Each year since then the same

sources have been solicited and, in addition, candidates
have been sought through the offices of ministers, the
heads of settlement houses, and personnel directors of
large corporations.
Application form used by the Foundation will be found
in Appendix A.

4

15 While grants are made to freshmen entering college,
scholarships are also awarded to undergraduate and to
graduate students.
The Trustees granted 100 scholarships for the year 1942
1943, ranging from §100 to $600, according to the need in¬
dicated and the plans of the students.

It is expected that

renewals will he given to all those requiring them, and that
from thirty to forty new scholarships may be awarded for the
year 1943-1944.
E.

The Sources of Scholarships in General are:
Funds under control of institution
Grants of public funds
Grants from religious denominations
Grants from other types of organizations
Gifts from private individuals

F.

The Bases for Granting Scholarships in General
are Shown in This Study of Forty-nine Colleges
and Universities in the United States ~
H

Scholastic Ability
Financial Need
Preparation for Special Field
Recommendations of others
Class Standing
Expediency of return
Character

2

3

4

5

L

32
11

8
11

3
2

5

2

0

14
13

1
2

10
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

5
24
42
43
43
46
46

Legend:
(H- considered most important)
(2- next most important
)
(L- least important
)

0

12

0

0

3
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SCHOLARSHIPS, LOANS, AND FELLOWSHIPS AVAILABLE
IN THE SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION, NEW ENGLAND COLLEGES,
PAR WESTERN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, AND NORTH
CENTRAL COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.

Table 2.

Southern Association
State
Alabama

College

Sch.

Alabama College
7
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Athens College for Young Women
38
Birmingham Southern College
Howard College
Huntington College
Judson College
152
Spring Hill College
University of Alabama
25
—

—

—

L.

P.

14

—~

--

--

67
32
—

Florida

Florida Southern College
25
Florida State College for Wonen 12
John B. Stetson University
Rollins College
173
University of Florida
30
University of Miami
265
University of Tampa
--

—

Georgia

-mm

—

—

--

--

13

229

30
46
—

72
30
13

-—
--

30
—

—

—

96

3

—

—

—

—

48

—

--

—

—

75

15

—

--

--

—

--

—

—

—

12

--

--

—

--

—

—

--

335
48

32

Agnes Scott College
143
Berry College
Bessie Tift College
Brenau College
Bnory University
37
Georgia State College for Women
Georgia State Women*s
La Grange College
56
Mercer University
87
Piedmont College
Shorter College
100
University of Georgia
Wesleyan College
32
L

——

«*

—

—

—

—

17
State
Kentucky

Louisiana

Maryland

Mississippi

College
Asbury College
Berea College
Centre College
Georgetown College
Transylvania College
Union College
University of Kentucky
University of Louisville

Sch.

Belhaven College
Blue Mountain College
Millsaps College
Mississippi College
Mississippi State College
Mississippi State College
for Women
Mississippi Women*s College

FL

_

_—

60
119
138

157
mm m—

••

405
84

15
5

5
10

Centenary College
::
Louisiana College
Louis Polytechnic Institute
95
Louisiana State University
Loyola University
Southwestern Louisiana Insti
tute
Tulane University
769
Blue Ridge College
College of Notre Dame of
Maryland
Goucher College
Hood College
Johns Hopkins University
Loyola College
Maryland College for Women
Mount St. Mary College
St. John*s College
St. Joseph*s College
University of Maryland
Washington College
Western Maryland College

L^

-mm

::
*"—

**■“

65
30

3

28
—

—
29

—

264

3

——

170

::

mm

203

11

11

68
38
100
18

__

3
5

--

—

8

—

—

1
12

18

State
North
Carolina

South
Carolina

Tennessee

College

Atlantic Christian College
Catawba College
Davidson College
Duke University
Flora MacDonald College
Greensboro College
Guilford College
High Point College
Lenoir-Rhyne College
Meredith College
Queens-Chicora College
Salem College
State College of Agriculture
and Engineering of the
University of N* Carolina
University of North Carolina
Wake Forest College
Women*s College of the
University of N. Carolina
Clemson Agriculture College
Coker College
College of Charleston
Erskine College
Furman University
Limestone College
Newberry College
Presbyterian College
Bethel College
Bob Jones College
Carson-Newman College
King College, Bristol
Lambuth College
Lincoln Memorial University
Madison College
Maryville College, Maryville
Milligan College
Scarritt College for Christian
Workers
Southwestern
Tennessee Polytechnic Institute
Tusculum College

Sch.

L*.

F.

128
270
383
42
156
60

11
65
250
15
22
37

170
48

84
10

9

226

17

—

30

3

2

216

—

7
7

7

--

—

mm mm

—

20

4

53

--

--

87

»«•

mm mm

63

51

—

--

—

--

37

402

—

«.«.

56
47
40
144

mmmm

65
50
--

11
«...

117
34
__
«...

--

** ""

—

—

——

——

—

--

19
State
Tennessee
eont *d

Virginia

West
Virginia

College

Sch.

University of Chattanooga
101
University of the South
157
University of Tennessee
Vanderbilt University
125
William Jennings Bryan Univ.
35
Bridgewater College
College of William and Mary
Bnory and Henry College
Hampden-Sidney College
Hollins College
Lynchburg College
Mary Baldwin College
Randolph-Macon College
Roanoke College
Sweet Briar College
University of Richmond
University of Virginia
Washington and Lee University

Alderson-Broaddus College
Bethany College
Davis and Elkins College
Marshall College
New River State College
Salem College
West Virginia University
West Virginia Wesleyan
College

L^
91

184
—

79
280

7
48

140
37
85
33
177

8
2
35

33
—

....

__

—

--

--

60

—

69
504
588

—-

--

25
249

3
66

200

10

1

172
52

52

2

—

137

....

—

—

--

57
4

15
200

71

—

mm mm

1
—

20

-

New England Colleges
State

Colleges

Sch.

L.

Connecticut

Albertus Magnus College
Connecticut College
St. Joseph College
Trinity College
University of Connecticut
Wesleyan University
Yale University

70
101
65
224

6
10

——

—

—

—

4

282
1639

50
—

2
—

197
203
157

71
45

3

--

—

27

25

3

22

17

124
30

--

Maine

Massachu¬
setts

New
Hampshire

Bates College
Bowdoin College
Colby College
Masson College
University of Maine

American International College
Amherst College
229
Atlantic Union College
Boston College
Boston University
890
Clark University
65
College of the Holy Cross
College of our Lady of the Elms —
Eastern Nazarene College
15
Qnerson College
finmanuel College
Harvard University
554
Massachusetts State College
92
Middlesex University
Mount Holyoke College
389
Northeastern University
331
—
Radcliffe College
Regis College
Simmons College
113
Smith College
421
Springfield College
Tufts College
625
Wellesley College
235
Wheaton College
44
Williams College
Dartmouth College
St. Anselm*s College
University of New Hampshire

II.
2

24
—-

238
191

—

18

24
198
57

—

160

—

mm mm

27

251
--

4
4

28

--

360

178

mmmm

401

438

—

8
mm mm
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State
Rhode
Island
Vermont

- 21 Colleges

Sch*

Brown University
Providence College
Rhode Island State College

155
9
28

Bennington College
Middlebury College
Norwich University
St* Michael*s College
Trinity College
University of Vermont

90 —
357 61
103 —
28 —
21 —
589 528

--

■ *.«■

. , •

L.
1
—
25

Ejl
mm mm

4
^mm

7

mmm.

12

-

22

-

Far Western Colleges and Universities
State
Washington

Oregon

College
College of Puget Sound
Gonzaga University
Seattle Pacific College
State College of Washington
University of Washington
Walla Walla College
Whitman College
Whitworth College

Sch.

——

72
11
105
30
—

231
20

Linfield College
Marylhurst College
50
Mt. Angel College and Seminary 25
Oregon State College
138
2
Pacific College
Pacific University
Reed College
28
University of Oregon
209
—
University of Portland
__

—

California

F^

Chapman College
45
—
Claremont College
—
Colleges of the Pacific
59
Immaculate Heart College
LaVeme College
36
Loyola University
Mills College
145
Occidental College
231
—
Pacific Union College
—
Pasadena College
Pomona College
74
St. Maryfs College
25
San Francisco College for Wanen —
63
Scripps College
219
Stanford University
450
Universl ty of California
Univ. of San Francisco
350
University of Redlands
-University of Santa Clara
650
Univ. of S. California
76
Whittier College
—

--

—

—

254
290
1100
—
27
—

—
38
20
—

—

—

__

__

—

—

—
584
3
—

26
572
—

—

45
--

mm mm

10
32
—

—

—

--

—
—
—
-166

—
—
mm mm

21
572
1825

—
—
27
—
—
—
—
-—
—
48
300

--

—

150
—
273
23

—

—

—

39
—
--

—

27
—

23 North Central Colleges and Universities
State
Illinois

College

Sch.

Augustana College and
Theological Seminary
Aurora College
37
Bradley Polytechnic Institute 137
Carthage College
Central YMCA College
190
College of St. Francis
DePaul University
98
Elmhurst College
100
George Williams College
15
Greenville College
36
Illinois College
281
Illinois Wesleyan University
259
James Millikin University
105
Knox College
299
Lake Forest College
Lewis Institute
29
Loyola University
60
MacMurray College for Women
McKendree College
Ill
Monmouth College
349
North Central College
184
Northwestern University
1010
Olivet College
37
Rockford College
Rosary College
St. Francis Xavier College
71
for Women
St. Viatop College
20
Shurtleff College
85
39
The Principia College
1291
University of Chicagp
University of Illinois
1796
102
Wheaton College
—

—

--

--

—

—

Indiana

Butler University
De Panco University
Earlham College
Evansville College
Franklin College
Goshen College
Hanover College

L.

--

--

9
—

42

—

—

—

—

--

...

mm mm

—

8

—

—

—

8
85
225
95
15

—

—

—

1
—

—

•—

—

--

--

--

—

54
32
200
950
59
—

mm mm

--

—

—

185
--

—

——

**—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1193
1278
218

245
46
12

——

--

61
460
80
145
—
40 (or loais)—
—
3
30
198 (or loans or
ships)
—

—

--

—

24 State
Indiana
(cont *d)

Iowa

College
Huntington College
Indiana University
Manchester College
Oakland City College
Purdue University
Saint Mary-of-the-Woods Coll,
Saint Mary*s College
Taylor University
University of Notre Dame
Valparaiso University
Wabash College
Briar Cliff College
Buena Vista College
Central College
Clarke College
Coe College
Columbia College
Cornell College
Drake University
Grinnell College
Iowa State College of Agri¬
culture and Mechanic Arts
Iowa Wesleyan College
John Pie tcher College
Tuther College
Morningside College
Parsons College
St. Ambrose College
Simpson College
State University of Iowa
Trinity College
University of Dubuque
Upper Iowa University
Wartburg College
Western Union College
William Penn College

Sch.

III

9
95
185

11

49

—

—

14

--

--

—

mm mm

781
—
9

233

—

--

—

1
—
1

—

—

208
91
203

—

71

40
62
54

200
85

—

—

—

—

--

--

323
--

12
—
—

—

800

—

—

133
—
118
61
—
63
3
104
—

75
65
38

4
—
—
...

400
mm mm

—

—
19
—
20
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

--

—

—

—

—
mm mm

—
—
—
-200
—
mm mm

-—
-—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—

25 State
Michigan

Minnesota

Ohio

College
Adrian College
Albion College
Alma College
Battle Creek College
Calvin College and Seminary
finmanuel Missionary College
Hillsdale College
Hope College
Kalamazoo College
Marygrove College
Michigan State College of
Agriculture and Applied
Science
Nazareth College
Olivet College
University of Detroit
University of Michigan
Wayne University
Carleton College
College of St. Benedict
College of St. Catherine
College of St. Scholastica
College of St. Teresa
College of St. Thomas
Concordia College
Gustavus Adolphus College
Hamline University
Macalester College
St. John*s University
St• Mary1s College
St. Olaf College
University of Minnesota
Antioch College
Ashland College
Baldwin Wallace College
Bluffton College
Bowling Green State Univ.
Capital University
Cedarville College
College of Mt. St. Joseph
College of Wooster
Defiance College
Denison University
Penn College

Sch.

P^

16

mm mm

am am

am mm

a...

--

--

— —

26

4

——

....

—

—

—

—

66

36

—

—

--

2
—

151
25

—-

225
64
102

95
10
2

——

—

ma mm

--

—

113
172
131

--

1210
—
149

15
6
—

6
mmmm

--

--

....

--

--

—

—

70

146

2

--

—

—

--

—

35
22

—
3

361
53
—
4
214
175

—
40
232

12

25

am am

«...

228
40
5
85
59

—

—

—

--

—
75
«...

—

—

—

—

—

17

—

—

—

10

--

--

--

—

443

140

--

mm mm

—

—

84
37

197

—

22

—

26

State
Ohio
(cont *d)
...

Wisconsin

-

College

Sch.

Findlay College
Heidelberg College
Hiram College
John Carroll University
Kent State University
Kenyon College
Lake Erie College
Marietta College
Mary Manse College
Miami University
Mount Union College
Muskinqum College
Notre Dame College
Oberlin College
Ohio Northern University
Ohio Wesleyan University
Otterbein College
St, Mary of the Springs Col.
University of Akron
University of Cincinnati
University of Dayton
University of Toledo
Ursuline College
Western College
Western Reserve University
Wilmington College
Wittenburg College
Xavier University
Youngstown College

127
46
729
124
212
403
69
36
170
124
41
42
—
364
60
197
26
10

Beloit College
Carroll College
Lawrence College
Marquette University
Milton College
Milwaukee Downer College
Mission House College
Mount Mary College
Northland College
Northwestern College
Ripon College
St. Norbert College
University of Wisconsin

225
235
168
—
-77
—
98
25
5
68
—
350

152
100

37
16
80

--

—

—
150
66
189

—

53

26
16
5
—
9

--

—

—

25
m mm

145
21
53
266
1
12
2400
—
28
—
—
60
4
112
—
—
31
—
40
mm mm

-2
—
—
15
26
—
—
1000
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LOANS IN GENERAL

There are two kinds of institutional loans s restricted,
which means limited to the use of the income for loans;
revolving, which allows use of entire capital*

Another

type of loan is one controlled by an outside agency such
\

as the Harmon (1) Foundation.

Stone in his study in 1932

of seventy institutions reported in order of importance the
following factors considered as bases for loans:
Character
Scholarship
Financial need
Industry
Thrift
An analysis of the entire financial plan of students
Chassee (2) in 1925 from reports submitted by many in¬
stitutions concluded that the amount of money loaned should
depend upon:
The individual
Type of education
The type of institution he is attending
The reputation of institution for turning out good men
Student*s need
Past performance
Personal budget
Self-help record
Scholarship
Health
Average yearly cost of institution
(1)
The Harmon Foundation, set up many years ago to make loans
to students, has discontinued the practice because of limited
available funds except in a very few unannounced colleges where
they are continuing to carry on a small amount of student aid*
This foundation is using its available funds to carry on some
other phases of experimentation, particularly in the field of
the application of creative work in visual expression to the
educational field which the trustees think in the long run will
serve a useful purpose in developing new techniques*
(2)
Chassee, L*J. - A Study of Student Loans and Their Relation
to Higher Educational Finance, Harmon Foundation, Monograph #1,
1926.

28
These charts are also from Chassee:
Chart 1.

Factors In Granting Loans
H

2

3

4

5

L

Financial Needs
28
Scholastic Standing
16
Expediency of Return
1
1
Recommendation of other individuals
1
Class Standing
0
Character and Personality
0
Preparation for Specialized Fields
H. S. Extracurricular Act. Rec.
0

10
6
12
5
2
2
2
1

1
6
3
2
3
3
1
0

2
2
1
0
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
16
29
38
39
41
43
45

Chart 2«

Types of Security for Loans

Note signed by student
Note signed by student and endorser
Note and other collateral
Group guaranty
No security

22
16
2
1
5

Usual Interest - 6%
In Chart 1, H means that in the study which Chassee made,
financial need was considered the most important by twentyeight institutions out of forty-six.
was the next highest.

Scholastic standing

It will be seen that high school

extracurricular activity record was considered the lowest.
It is interesting to note also that character and personality
were rated third from the lowest.
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LOANS AVAILABLE NOW IN THE UNITED STATES (TABLE 5)

(1)

A. National
NAME

CONTROL

Crawford

U. S. National
Bank, Portland,
Oregon

Educational
Alliance

197 E. Broadway,
New York City

Elks

Grand Lodge,
Lake View Avenue,
Chicago

Grange

FUND

RESTRICTION

$100,000

Young men in
or near Port¬
land

20,320
2,740

Mass. State Grange, 12,000
Winchester, Mass.

Henry Warren Greenville, Pa.
Roth

100,000

Kiwanis
520 N. Michigan Ave.
International Chicago
Knights
Templar

*

Grand Encampment 4,400,000
Indianapolis, Ind.

Lions
382 S. Michigan Ave.
International Chicago

*

National
202 Maryland Bldg.
Patriotic Fund Washington, D. C,

*

Parent
Teachers
Ass *n.

*

1201 16th St. N.W.

Rotary
35 E. Wacker Drive
International Chicago

AVERAGE LOAN

Seniors and
Juniors only

$150

$100-150

Through local
lodges

■M*

Members in
good standing

$112

Preference to
students of
Third College

$160

Deserving students
generally through
local clubs
Descendants of
Knights Templar
or Mason
Through local
clubs to deserv¬
ing young men
and women
*

*

$200

*

*

Through local units *

Through local clubs *

(1)

Working Your Way Through College - Vocational Division
Bulletin #210, Federal Security Agency, U.S. Office of
Education, 1940

*

Information not available

»_ . **
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NAME

£ '■ ■: i .

FUND

RESTRICTION

Strong
Foundation

Northern Trust Co. 6% of
50 S. LaSalle St.
annual
Chicago
income
of his
estate

Y.M.C.A.

Local associations

■V

•

CONTROL

‘

*

AVERAGE LOAN

Certain
colleges for
Seniors and
Juniors

|180

*

Local association

’ >.

•

B.

.

Loans Limited to State Residents

Ark. College 410 Pyramid Bldg.
Presidents
Little Rock, Ark.
Association
The Pacific Homewood Terrace
Hebrew Orphan Ocean Ave., San
Asylum and
Francisco, Calif.
Home Society

■

#10,000

8,000

Limited to
residents of
Ark.

^125-200

■3*

To any ward
or former
ward

u\'V,

* *;

5
.

,r

The Pasadena Pasadena, Calif.
Junior College Scholarship Fund Assoc.
Inc.
:

-■

43,603

Must be graduates of Pas adena Jr. College, attended
at least 2 semesters. Good citizen record.

600

Must be residents
of Hartford or
vicinity

-«

200

•

;

i

•

<

The Scholarship Fund of
the Hartford
Yale Alumni
Ass *n.

79 Elm St.
Hartford, Conn.

The Florida
Educational
Loan Corp.

Rotary Clubs of
Florida, Gainesville, Fla.

34,887

Catherine L.
Comer Loan
Fund

Wesleyan College
Macon, Georgia

50,000

250
* t

Information not available

Not available to
freshmen. Must
be recommended by
the local Rotary
Club and Dean of
Students.

100-150

Must show need, and 175
provide 3 good references and good endorser
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NAME
Georgia
Bankers Ass fn
Loan Fund

CONTROL

FUND

RESTRICTION

Haynes McFadden,
Secretary
Atlanta, Georgia

$11,229

AVERAGE LOA3

Selected through
competitive examinations of honor
students

$50

Rotary Club of 603 Forsyth Bldg.
Atlanta
Atlanta, Georgia

58,000

Available to
juniors and
seniors who rank
in the upper third
of their classes

200

Lewis H. Beck
Mother*s Mem¬
orial Fund

11,177

Applicants between
15 and 20 of good
moral character,
good health, men¬
tally alert.
To
young women who
wish to go to Wes¬
leyan College

250

1,690 To students of the
University of
Chicago

100

Citizens and
Southern Bank,
Macon, Georgia

Englewood Woman fs
Loan Scholarship
Fund
Buren Fund

Lucy A. Benson
260 West 66 St.
Chicago, Ill.

518 N. Delaware St. 18,539 To young men attendIndianapolis, Ind.
ing Indiana col¬
leges

200

#

*

Davis Coopera- E. W. Davis, Dir.
tive Education- Box 156
al Plan Fund
Avoca, Iowa
Women*s Educa- c/o Mrs. Jessie
tional Society Willis
439 S. Cherry St.
Ottawa, Kansas
Mary C. Jackson, Eaergency Loan Fund

2,977 To deserving students
after 1 semester in
Ottawa University

Women»s Educational 9,926 To local residents
and Industrial Union
having two good
264 Boylston St.
co-signers
Boston, Mass.

Massachusetts Miss Caroline
Society for
Humphrey
the University Hotel Beaconsfield
Educationcf
Brookline, Mass.
Women

*

To single men with
good character
having a scholastic
average of 85$

Information not available

1,825 To women who are
Juniors, Seniors, or
graduate students

80

100

75

32 NAME
Zenos Crane
Fund for Stu¬
dent Aid, Inc*

CONTROL

FUND

58 Curtis Ave.
Dalton, Mass.

#15,292 To graduates of
Dalton H.S.

RESTRICTION

AVERAGE LOAN
ijj>40

Carlos B. Ellis Chester J* Chambers
To graduates and
Scholarship
127 State St.
3,171 students of the
Fund
Springfield, Mass.
H.S. of Commerce

100

The Horace
Smith
Fund

Springfield Institu¬
tion for Savings
10,047 To students in
Springfield, Mass.
Springfield or
vicinity

164

Wellesley Stu¬
dents Aid Soc¬
iety, Inc*

Wellesley College
Wellesley, Mass.

Student Loan
Fund

Board of Education 2,888 To persons having
Battle Creek, Mich.
successfully com¬
pleted 15 hours
of college work

Detroit High
1354 Broadway
School and Col¬ Detroit, Mich.
lege Scholar¬
ship Ass *n.
Edward C* Elliot University of
Loan Fund
Montana, Capitol
Station, Helena,
Mont*
Dartmouth
Educational
Assoc*

Room 922, 10 Post
Office Square,
Boston, Mass.

Carl Forstmann 2 Barhour Ave*
Memorial Founda- Passaic, N.J.
tion, Inc.
General Electric
General Elec¬
tric Education- Co• Educ ational
al Loan Fund
1 River Road,
Schenectady, N.Y.

42,311 To any undergradu¬
ate of Wellesley
College

85

100

114,593 To graduates of, or 125
pupils in, secon¬
dary school
1,155 To Juniors and
Seniors in Univ.
of Montana

78

44,000 To needy Dartmouth 125
Juniors and Seniors
178,771 To students who are 225
residents of
Passaic or vicinity
25,000 To employees or sons 200
of employees

33
NAME

CONTROL

FUND

RESTRICTION

AVERAGE LOAN

Wins t on- Sal em
Foundation

$101,691 To persons of
Wachovia Bank
and Trust Co.,
good charac¬
ter
Trustee, Win¬
ston-Salem, N.C.

Charlotte R.
Schmidlapp

Fifth-Third Union
Trust Co., Fourth
and Plum Sts.,
Cincinnati, Ohio

Lew Wentz
Foundation

University of
104,885 To Juniors and
Oklahoma, Norman,
Seniors
Oklahoma

125

7,973 To Juniors and
Seniors

100

Loan Fund, Rhode 89 Keene St.
Island Society Providence, R.I,
for Collegiate
Education of
Women

18,522 To residents of
Cinninnati, Ohio
and vicinity

University of Tenn.
Fred Collins
31,800 To students who
Memorial Found¬ Knoxville, Tenn.
have attended
ation
U. of Tenn.
8,976 To residents of
W. Va. who are
Juniors or Seniors
at college.

Student Loans
Foster Founda¬
tion

Box 822
Huntington, W. Va.

Whitney Bene¬
fits, Inc.

Sheridan, Wyoming 123,054 To high school
graduates, resi¬
dents of Sheri¬
dan County

C.

25-1200

100

500

350

Loans Limited to Women

American Assoc* 634 I St.
of Women
Washington, D.C.

Business and
Professional

$200

1819 Broadway
New York City

Information not available

*

200 of its 777
branches give
loans and scholar¬
ships

*

*

To prepare women
for business and
professional life

*
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NAME

CONTROL

FUND

RESTRICTION

AVERAGE LOAN

Daughters of
American
Revolution

122 Harrison St. #402,354
Lynchburg, Va.
chapter handles
its own funds

Federation of
Women*s Clubs

1734 N. St. NW
Washington, D.C.

12,000

National Ass *n
of Colored
Women

Wilberforce, 0.

12,000

P.E.O.
Sisterhood

Mt. Pleasant
Iowa

Baptist
Lake Avenue
Baptist Church
Student Aid
Fund

*

Sate Federa¬
tion
young women in
Senior year

United
Newberry, S.C.
Daughters of
the Confederacy

D^

731,528

300
of local P.E.O.
Chapters

120,000

150
descendant of a
Daughter of Con¬
federate Veteran

Denominational Loans
Rochester, N.Y.

Students planning
for definite re¬
ligious work

Northern
Baptist Educa¬
tion Society

Ford Building
Bos ton

Ohio Baptist
Educational
Society

Denison University 25,000
Granville, Ohio
to train for
Baptist ministry

Pennsylvania
Baptist

1703 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

*

*

Information not available

6,102
Baptist Church

12,742

200

100 per
yr.

2 yrs.
150 last
2 yrs.
51

studying for
ministry
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NAME
Catholic
Knights of
Columbus, New
Haven, Conn •

Christian
SEurcK

CONTROL

FUND

45 Wall St.
New Haven,
Conn •

$>50,000 25 scholarships
for graduate work
at Catholic Univer¬
sity.
10 scholar¬
ships for graduate
study in Boy*s work
at Notre Dame.

99 John St.
New York City

RESTRICTION

AVERAGE LOAN

7,940 Loans to students
of Christian min¬
istry

Congregation- 14 Beacon Street 4,582 Loans to students
al
Boston, Mass.
of Congregational
or Christian church
for study in minis¬
try.
Episcopal
Domestic and
281 Fourth Ave.
Foreign Mission- N. Y. C.
ary Society
Jewish
Jewish Social
Service Bureau

Meyer Memorial
Loan Fund

90

*-

610 Temple St.
Los Angeles
California

1,380 Limited to Jewish
students in So.
California who are
Seniors.

225

University of
Cal., Berkeley,
Calif.

9,561 Men and women of
Jewish derivation

Lutheran
,
^ ^ ^
Norwegian Luth- 425 South 4th
45,787 Limited to students
eran Church of
St.
of the ministry
America
Minneapolis, Minn.

*

$225

Limited to Episcopalian students in
post-graduate
missionary work

Einstein MemGoldsboro, N.C. 19,920 Loans to needy stuorial Loan Fund
dents of N.C.

Evangelical
Lutheran
Ministerium

*

1228 Spruce St. 7,865 Limited to students
Philadelphia, Pa.
of the ministry at
selected institutions

Information not available

78

150

50

150

36
NAME
United Luther¬
an Church

CONTROL

FUND

744 Jackson PI.
NW
Washington, D.C.

RESTRICTION AVERAGE LOAN

*

Funds for Juniors
and Seniors pre¬
paring for Chris¬
tian service.

$140

Methodist
Methodist Epis- 740 Rush Street $3,432,758 Methodist students 100
copal Church
Chicago, Ill.
who can show member¬
Student Fund
ship in the church
for at least 1 yr.
New England Edu¬
cation Society

581 Boylston St.
Boston, Mass.

Board of Chris¬
tian Education

5267 W. Liberty Av.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
18,312 To be eligible can¬
didate must be a
member of Protestant
Methodist Church

Christian Workers Education
Aid Fund

810 Broadway
Nashville, Term.

Presbyterian
United Presbyter¬ 1180 E. 63 St.
ian Church of N.
Chicago, Illinois
America

Ministerial Relief. Student
Loan Fund Pres¬
byterian Church
of the U.S.

410 Urban Bldg
Louisville, Ky

3,335 Men and women deser¬ 75
ving to enter minis¬
try

96,010 Applicant must be
above freshman year
in Methodist College
and preparing for
full-time ministry.
14,315 Must be United
Presbyterian and
a Sophomore in a
United Presbyter¬
ian College.

85

85.

75.

275,895 Applicant must be a 100
member of the
Presbyterian
Church of the U.S.
and have one full
year*s work in a
Presbyterian
College.

- 37 CONTROL

NAME

1443 United
Brethren Build¬
ing, Dayton, 0*

United
Brethren

FUND

RESTRICTION

$32,715

Must he a minis$60.
terial student,
hold an annual
conference lic¬
ense, attend a
United Brethren
College, be rec¬
ommended by annual
conference and the
dean of the insti¬
tution he is attend¬
ing.
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AVERAGE LOAN
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PRESENT WORK-AID FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

In addition to scholarships, loans, and aids many stu¬
dents earn their way through college by working after school
hours.

Herewith are some types of positions available:
Girls

Boys
Household work
Window-washing
Sale of Christmas trees
Sale of farm products and food
Sale of maple sugar and syrup
Sale of various articles
Factory work
Taxi driving
Chauffeuring
Driving Delivery Trucks
Washing cars
Tire and auto repair
Clerical work
Public service
Salesmanship
Teaching and substitute work
Tutoring
Hotel work for summer
Reporting for newspapers
Entertainment
Counseling for summer camps
Agricultural pursuits

Household work
Sale smanship
Factory work
Chauffeuring
Teaching and substitute work
Tutoring
Reporting for newspapers
Entertainment
Beauty Culture
Millinery and dressmaking
Public service
Hotel work for summer
Counseling for summer camps

The rate of pay varies with localities.
however, is 25 to 50 cents per hour.

The average,

39 *
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THE COOPERATIVE PLAN OF EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES

There is still another type of college wherein a boy of
limited means may obtain an education in several fields and
at the same time be furnished the opportunity of a laboratory
in which the theory of the classroom becomes concrete fact.
Let us take Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, as an
example.

Its cooperative plan emphasizes integration and the

use of knowledge as well as its mere accumulation.

In general

the plan Is for two students to fill a single position, one
working while the other studies.
period, the two change places.

At the end of each ten-week
Although the normal length of

the work period is ten weeks, some jobs are five weeks in
length, and the class schedule is so arranged that academic
work can normally proceed on either basis.

Some seasonal and

other special jobs are held by a single student rather than a
pair.

Ordinarily the college secures the cooperative jobs for

its students; individual students, however, may be encouraged
and helped in arranging their own employment.

Besides offer¬

ing students opportunities to test their abilities in practical
situations and satisfying their desire for new experiences, it
also affords opportunity for exploration and enables the stu¬
dent to find a channel through which his energy may best be
made available for society.
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The plan generally works over the four years*

In the

case of freshmen who enroll for full-time study the first
year, the initial contact is through a course in General
Orientation.

During the first two years a student may ex¬

plore various vocational fields so that he may choose his
course and academic field of concentration on the basis of
practical experience as well as theory and advice.

Appraisals

by employers and reports by the student himself help him to
arrive at a sound and deliberate choice.

In the last two

years he generally has selected a major and is ready for
specialized placement.

At the present time four hundred em¬

ployers in twenty states give cooperative employment.
ployers take part for many reasons:

£in-

the privilege of getting

promising candidates for their concerns, the building up of
morale within their own staffs, and the willingness to co¬
operate with education.
Employers are under no obligation to employ these students.
Their willingness can be sustained only by the students lively
interest in doing his best work.

The failure of a student to

do so endangers the plan and may lead to his dismissal from
the position and the college.
For the work during the ten-week period, he receives nor¬
mal wages, but must pay his traveling and living expenses.
This plan not only affords the student work experience but
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also enables hhn to defray some of his college expenses.
The fields of work are:
Business
Industry
Transportation and
Communic ation

Personal Service
Public Service
Professional Agencies

Among the institutions which have adopted this system are:
CaliforniaGeorgiaIllinoisKentuckyMassachusetts
Michigan-

Minnesota-NebraskaNew Jersey-New YorkNorth Carolina
Ohio-

OklahomaPennsylvania
Tennessee
TexasWisconsin

College of Medical Evangelists
Georgia School of Technology
Armour Institute
Bradley Polytechnic Institute
University of Louisville
Mass. Institute of Technology
Northeastern University
•Detroit Institute of Technology
Wayne University
General Motors Inst, of
Technology
Lawrence Institute
University of Detroit
-University of Minnesota
•University of Omaha
•Newark College of Engineering
•New York University
•North Carolina State College
•Antioch College
Cleveland College
Penn College
University of Akron
University of Cincinnati
University of Toledo
-University of Tulsa
-Carnegie Institute of Technology
Drexel Institute
University of Pittsburgh
-University of Tennessee
-Southern Methodist University
-Marquette University
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XX.

FEDERAL AID TO COLLEGE STUDENTS (1932-1942)
A*

Work Projects

In the year 1927-1928, the U. 3. Office of Education
found that about 20$ of all college men were earning their
way through college,
their expenses.

and another 26$ were earning part of

The term-time earnings of these students

in 611 colleges and universities totaled $32,500,000 for
the college year.
Further studies showed that colleges were taxed to their
utmost to provide for needy students.

So urgent was the need

in 1934 that the Federal Government came to the aid of higher
education with the Federal Emergency Relief Administration
(F.E.R.A.) and funds were set up on work projects to aid
deserving and needy college students.

The 1940-1941 appropria¬

tion for this work under the head of National Youth Administra¬
tion was $13,713,345.

There were some advantages in this

N.Y.A. aid as reports of students show:

(1)

Students were

enabled by so working to defray their immediate expenses,
(2)

Some students, as well as receiving money to defray ex¬

penses, obtained vocational and practical training in addition,
for example, a pupil specializing in mathematics sometimes
found a statistical job operating a calculating machine.
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Herewith are some of the features of the Federal Emer¬
gency Relief Administration work for needy students:
1.

A statistical tabulation of the classification of
jobs, both intramural and extramural.

2.

An explanation of the methods of selecting and
assigning workers.

3.

An explanation of the method of supervising workers.

4.

A statement of the method of handling FERA workers
who do not keep up in their studies.

5.

Statistics showing a comparison of the grades before
and after work on FERA projects.

6.

Value of the service to the worker, college and
community.

7.

A summary of the projects.

8.

The forms used in carrying on the work.

(See Appendix A)

Much more might be said about the value of the F.E.R.A.
work to the student himself, to the University, and to the
State; but details cannot be given her$

nor can the full value

of these benefits be accurately measured at this time.

Suffice

it to say that without this aid many young men and young women
would have been unable evai to begin their college education;
many others would have been forced to discontinue it; and many
projects of value to the community and to the University could
not have been undertaken or, at best, would have been developed
much more slowly.

The wealth of any community or society can

44 be classified as material and intellectual.

Intellectual

wealth not only perpetuates its own growth but assures fur¬
ther development and growth of material wealth.

The fur-

thering of any individual^ intellectual development, not
only technically but culturally, is, therefore, a gain to
society as a whole.
B.

Federal Loans to College Students

For the fiscal year, 1942-43, Congress has provided a
loan fund of $5,000,000 for the assistance of college students
in certain technical and professional fields.

The loan pro¬

gram is administered in accordance with regulations issued
by the Federal Commissioner of Education and approved by the
chairman of the War Manpower Commission.

Briefly the essential

points are these:
Loans are made to students directly by colleges or uni¬
versities or public or college-connected agencies.

Federal

funds are paid to the colleges upon estimates submitted as to
the amounts necessary for loans.
Loans are available only to students who are registered
in accelerated programs in degree-granting colleges and uni¬
versities, and whose technical or professional education can
be completed within two years in one of the following fields:
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engineering, physics, chemistry, medicine (including veter¬
inary), dentistry, pharmacy.
The student agrees in writing (1) to participate, until
otherwise directed by the chairman of the War Manpower Com¬
mission, in accelerated programs of study in any of the
authorized fields; and (2) to engage for the duration of
the war in which the United States is new

engaged in such em-

ploymoit or service as may be assigned by officers or agencies
designated by the chairman of the War Manpower Commisd on.
Students must attain and continue to maintain satisfactory
standards of scholarship.
Students must be in need of assistance.
Loans shall be made in amounts not exceeding tuition and
fees plus $25 per month, and not exceeding a total of $500 to
any one student during any 12-month period.
Loans are to be evidenced by notes executed by student
borrowers payable to the Treasurer of the United States.
The rate of interest is 2% per cent per annum.
Repayments of loans are to be made through the colleges,
universities, or other agencies negotiating the loans to be
covered in the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.
The indebtedness of a student shall be canceled (1) if
before completing his course he is ordered Into military
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service during the present wars under the Selective Training
and Service Act of 1940, as amended; or (2) if he suffers
total and permanent disability; or (3) in case of death.
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PRIVATELY ENDOWED FELLOWSHIPS
A.

The Roosevelt Fellowships
in Education

During 1942 the Institute of International Education
has been enabled to offer one fellowship to each of the
other twenty American republics for study in the United
States during the present academic year.

These are known

as the Roosevelt Fellowships and are granted on the basis
of scholarship, knowledge of English, character and adapt¬
ability, as determined by competition among candidates.
They cover tuition, room and board, maintenance and travel¬
ing expenses from the student1 s home to the institution at
which the appointment is made and return.
B.

The Germanistic Society Fellowship
-for 1^45

A release from the Institute of International Education
(New York City) announces that 11 in recognition of the impor¬
tance of having a large body of the American public conversant
with the German language" the graduate fellowship awarded by
the Germanistic Society of America to an American student for
the study of Germanics under the auspices of the Institute is
being continued for the academic year 1943-44.
The New Bulletin of the Institute states the requirements
for applicants; namely,

"American citizenship; good health;
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good moral character and adaptability; graduation from a
standard college or university; ability to do independent
research;

and completion of a thorough collegiate course

in German language and literature with distinction.11
The fellowship has been awarded for eleven consecutive
years.

Before the outbreak of World War II, the fellows pur¬

sued their studies in a German-speaking country, but the
society has now decided to “grant the fellowship to a student
wishing to pursue graduate studies in German language and
literature at an American university.”

The institution may

be chosen by the recipient of the award,
approval of the Fellowship Committee•“

“subject to the
Students who have

already taken their Ph.D. degrees are not eligible for the
fellowship.

Candidates must be under 30 years of age and

unmarried at the time of application.

The fellowship, whicn

is administered by the Institute through its Germanistic
Society Fellowship Committee, carries a stipend of $750,
payable in two installments•
Candidates must have had their applications and creden¬
tials in the hands of the Fellowship Committee,

Institute of

International Education, 2 West 45th Street, New York City,
not later than March 15, 1943.
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XI.

THE USE OF AIDS BY HARTFORD (CONNECTICUT) PUBLIC
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In the class of 1940 for example, while conditions were
still normal, there were 693 pupils, sixty-three of whom went
to accredited colleges,

sixty-four to non-accredited colleges.

Five hundred twenty-six went to Business, and forty are un¬
accounted for.

Of the sixty-three who wait to college, nine¬

teen had scholarships from Yale University, Wesleyan University,
Colby College, St. Joseph College, and Trinity College.

In

addition, four received Fox Scholarships from the Jacob Fox
Foundation.

The amount of each of the Fox Scholarships was

about $400.

Three went to day school at New Britain State

Teachers* College, where the tuition is $20 per year; three
to day school at St. Joseph College, where the tuition is
$200 a year; and six to the University of Connecticut, where
the total cost of a year*s education is about $500.
In checking up the class of 1940, it was found that about
forty-six per cent were able to go to college only because of
these scholarships which ranged from $100 to $500.

It would

be reasonable to say that the average amount given to the
students was about $300.
Scholarships are obtained in thi3 way:
for the scholarship is made by the student.

The application
The university

or college sends a form to be filled out by the student.
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This form is supplemented by a transcript of the pupil !s
high school record, a frank statement of opinion by the
high school principal of the student’s ability and poten¬
tialities.

This is followed by a personal interview before

representatives of the university or college which the stu¬
dent is planning to attend.

In some instances,

this is

further supplemented by three letters of recommendation
which are submitted by former teachers or employers of the
applicant.
Seven members of this class obtained loans from the
Hartford Public High School Alumni Association.
ditions of the loans were as follows:

The con¬

(1) The student must

have been a graduate of Hartford Public High School;

(2)

The loan had to be approved by three of five officers of
the Hartford Public High School Alumni Association;

(3)

The note had to be indorsed by a property owner in the City
of Hartford;

(4) The maximum amount of the loan is $100, paid

in two installments to the college or university where the
students matriculated——$50 at the beginning of the first
semester and $50 at the beginning of the second semester pro¬
vided the work in the first semester was satisfactory.
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FUTURE AID

In summarizing this study it is evident that there are
many scholarships available In the colleges and the univer¬
sities of this country.

In many instances, however, neither

scholarships nor loans are awarded until after the student
has proven himself in his freshman year.
The amount of money which can be earned during the
school year will be dependent upon the type of job and the
hours of employment.

This is not a recommended way of ob¬

taining funds to get an education, because it is

likely to

have an adverse effect on college grades.
This study concerns the opportunities which were avail¬
able In 1942.

Because so many boys have entered the military

service, scholarships will be more numerous for those who are
now in college or preparing to enter.
The future, however, is quite uncertain.

I have written

to all sections of the country for infoimation.
Alabama, a southern institution, replies,

Howard College,

“Many of the students

are now able to secure work and self-help in department stores,
railroad offices, chain stores, and other places.

It is our

feeling, however, that the Federal Government will have to pro¬
vide some financial help to deserving students after the war

is over.M

In the letter it is suggested that an education

he given to deserving service men instead of a bonus.
One of the colleges in New England,

a rather conserva¬

tive section of the country, does not expect a radical change
in the distribution of scholarships,

although this college

feels that there will be need of government aid at the close
of the war.
Berea College, Kentucky, expresses the view that private
funds will not Increase,

and that the Federal Government will

have to give more help to the colleges.
New York, is of the same opinion.

Columbia University,

In the Far Western Associa¬

tion there is the feeling, also that the colleges and univer¬
sities will have to receive some subsidies.
Costs of tuition, board and room fees, and incidentals
may decrease at the end of the war, but wages will likewise
decrease and there will be less employment.
give smaller dividends.

Endowments will

Funds which have been invested for

providing scholarships may bear a lower rate of interest and,
therefore, be smaller in amount.

Loans will very likely be

fewer in number and stronger security will be demanded.
Positions after school will surely not be as numerous because
the boys now in the service will have returned to assume their
former places.

55 Future aid is best made known by the following letter
from Colonel Francis T. Spaulding, A.U.S., Chief, Education
Branch, War Department, Washington, D. C.
"General Osborn has asked me to reply for him to your
letter of March 1, 1943, concerning the plans of the committee
of which he is chairman, for financial aid to young men after
the war.
"At the present time, the committee has available no in¬
formation which would be of service to you in connection with
your study of financial aid.

The committee^ function as

defined by President Roosevelt at the time of his announce¬
ment is

* to make a study for the taking of steps to enable

the young men whose education has been interrupted to resume
their schooling and afford equal opportunity for the training
and education of other young men of ability after their ser¬
vice in the armed forces has come to an end.*

In fulfilling

its assignment, the committee is dealing first with certain
questions of general policy, e.g., with the kinds of young
men for whom specific educational provisions will need to be
made, the types of education which these young men should
find available, and the relationship between the education
which should be provided for them after the war and the edu¬
cational program now in effect within the aimed forces.

What-

ever recommendations the committee may make with respect to
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financial aid are likely to be determined in the light of
these questions and will probably not be arrived at until
the committee has had further opportunity to study these
basic matters of policy.
Your interest in this subject is appreciated."
The foregoing letter shows the interest that the gov¬
ernment has in the education of our youth now in the service.
It is hard for us to think or speculate what plan will be
forthcoming.

We know, however, that since many of them were

taken directly from school, their education will not be neg¬
lected.
The replies from our universities and colleges show an
optimism which is indeed encouraging.

The colleges of yes¬

terday are altered today for war-time emergency, but the
feeling prevails that some day soon they will again become
the cultural centers of our country.
If financial conditions are unfavorable, the loyalty of
alumni and the generosity of men with broad vision will assure
ambitious and intelligent young men and women of the oppor¬
tunity of developing the qualities of leadership of which a
democracy is always in such great need.

[♦Institution

Appendix A
APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF
WORK PROJECT FOR NEEDY COLLEGE STUDENTS
(1934-1935)

Location
The type of work project requested below must
conform to the requirements set forth in Mr. Hopkins*
letter of July 3, 1934, particular attention being
given to paragraphs 6 and 7. Please refer to this
communication before filling in this form.
Send two (2) copies.

Type of Project

I Date Approved

I

Students Employed

Total Student Wages

Project Number

INSTITUTION:

LOCATION:

Description of Work Project:

Estimated No. of Students to be Employed:

Men

Average hours per week of employment, per student

Women_Total
___

Total hours on project__
Rate of wage per hour_c

Total estimated wages on project^__

I hereby make application to the State Director of Federal Emergency Edu¬
cation for approval of the work project described above in accordance with the
provisions under which federal aid to college students is authorized.
DATE
19
PRESIDENT
_
DATE
♦Leave blank

APPROVED BY

FERA
Form 1
To:

FERA EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION
___

Department:___
Bui 1 ding;_____
This will introduce to you

who is to work on University Project
Numb e r_
He is assigned for _ hours of service per week.
His rate of pay will be _
IMPORTANT
The above student’s number is

Insert this number when preparing all payrolls covering his services.
Approved j_

♦Students assigned to FERA projects are expected to perform
their services in a useful and efficient manner.
Should any student
worker prove to be unsatisfactory because of lack of technical knowl¬
edge, the fact will be made known to the Dean of Men or the Dean of
Women by the supervisor in charge of the project and an effort will
be made to reassign the student to some other project.
If, however,
the student is not faithful or punctual in the performance of his
work, is careless, indifferent, or otherwise unsatisfactory, the
matter will be reported to the respective Deans, and the student
will be ineligible for future work effective as of the date of such
report.
Whenever the project is completed and the student named on the
reverse side here is through work on the project named, this authori¬
zation is to be returned to the officiating Dean with date and
signature below.
Date student ceased work on project__
Signed_
Supervisor
♦The following material appeared on the reverse side of the forego
ing page.

INFORMATION ABOUT FERA FUNDS FOR STUDENTS

The purpose of the Federal aid for students is to keep young
people of college age and good scholastic possibilities off the
labor market, and to assist them in furthering their education.
Purdue*s quota is 423 students, of which 72 are to be women.
In the distribution of the funds one-half must be used for stu¬
dents who were not enrolled in any college or university last
January.
Freshmen and ex-students will therefore be in this
group.
Students who were in school the first semester of last
year will constitute a second group.
Naturally, a large number of
freshmen are applying and will be accepted in the first group.
Work projects are proposed by members of the University staff
and submitted through the deans to the President of the University
for approval. Applicants for work submit applications to the Dean
of Men or the Dean of Women.
The eligibility of applicants is
determined by a committee.
To be eligible a student must show
that he cannot attend the University without assistance from Fed¬
eral sources. He must also show high scholastic possibilities.
Assignments to projects are made by the Dean of Men for men stu¬
dents and by a representative for the Dean of Women in the case
of women students.
The rate of pay cannot be less than 30 cents per hour, but in
only a few cases is it more.
No student shall earn more than
$20.00 in a calendar month, nor shall he be allowed to work more
than thirty hours in any one week, nor more than eight hours in
any day.
The pay roll must not average above $15.00 per worker
per month. Work on projects will not begin until the University
is officially open and may continue until the close of the Univer¬
sity in June.
Work projects may include the grading of papers and the
reading of student reports, "if the assignments are in addition to
the normal amount of assistance provided by the institution,” and
"Students may be assigned to extension, adult education, recrea¬
tion, and other activities that increase the usefulness of the
college to the community.”
"Extension activity, primarily, of
course, refers to the local community in which the college is situ
ated, but may extend to areas some distance away providing the
travel of students is taken care of locally."

FRESHMEN
APPLICATION FOR FERA WORK FOR STUDENTS
Date
Student Data
Name
will you enroll?
University address^
Co lor
ParenTT"or Guardian
Name
Occupation

In which school of the University
__Age_
Phone
National i ty__
Are you married?.
Address

Financial Data
Can you pay your fees in cash when you enroll?
If not, what is
your plan for meeting your University expenses?_
Do you have a .job now?
ing

If so, where, and at what are you work¬
If not working now, -when and vhere

and at what did you last work?

_

.

Will it be impossible for you to attend the University if you do not
get work?_
Why?

_

When did you graduate from high school?
each year while attending high school?
Did you work summer vacations?_Why?

___—

How much did you earn

__

How much haveyou earned since graduating from high school?

__

Do you have a scholarship?_What kind?_What is its value?__
Employment Data
Underscore any special work you can do other than ordinary labor, e.g.,
typing, bookkeeping, dictation, painting, carpentry, cooking, library
work, etc*

Others

Are you willing to do ordinary labor at 30^ per hour?_
To work at night?_Saturday afternoons?
Have you ever worked in CCC camps, or at CWA work?

_
How long?

No.

APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF WORK PROJECT FOR PART-TIME
EMPLOYMENT OF NEEDY COLLEGE STUDENTS
Application is hereby made for approval of the following work project
for the employment of needy college students on a part-time basis*

(Describe nature of project fully)

2. Number of persons to be employed_______
3. Hours per week of employment, per person^___—
4. Total hours for entire project (estimate carefully)_____
5. Rate of wages per hour for such employment
____
(Not less than 30^ per hour)
6. Total estimated wages for such project
_____
(No. 4 multiplied by No. 5)
7. Indicate the dates between which this project may be carried on.
Start_
Finish
__
(e.g., ^September 1 to December 15" or "February 1 toJune 1,
etc.;
8. Indicate the possible hours of the day during which the work may be per¬
formed
(Forenoon hours difficult to fill)
_ ___
(e.g., "10-12, M.W.F." or "any afternoon” or "evenings," etc.;
9. Indicate whether this project is for men or women_

-

10. List the special qualifications required for this project____

11. To whom will persons working on this project be responsible, and by whom
will they be supervised
___
__

12. Suggested workers

Scholastic Data
Where did you rank scholastically in your high school class—upper third, middle
third, or lower third? Underscore* How many hours per week can you give to work
and carry your schedule?
Would you be willing to cut down your schedule?
General Data
If some member of the Purdue staff knows about your need for work, please give his
naiy

__

Give names and addresses of three persons (not relatives) who are acquainted with
your family and with your need for work.

._

1

.__

2

3._
Note: Be sure to have two other references send letters to the Chairman of the
FERA committee.
PROPOSED BUDGET OF UNIVERSITY EXPENSES
FOR 1st SEMESTER, 1934-35
Expenditures
Income
University fees .............«}
Cash on hand...........
Books and Supplies..••••••••.* _____ Approximate amount from parents
Board.•••••••••••••••••.••...• ____ Other income from any source.
Room rent..••••••••«•«..••••.• _
except employment and loans
Clothing ••••••••••••••••••••. ___ Scholarships, loans, other aids
Insurance..
*
Transportation..
....
Recreation and Entertainment. •
Incidentals - laundry, tonsorial
service, etc*.••••••••••••«
Total.....*4_
Deduct total income...•••.•••« _____
I hereby certify that the above questions have been answered correctly and to the
best of my ability._Applicant
I hereby certify that this application for FERA work is made by my consent and
knowledge and that the answers given are true.
Parent or Guardian
STUDENT APPLICANT WILL NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE
Action of Placement Committee: Approved
Rejected
Why?
Assigned to Project No._Dept._jSupervisor_
Student*8 No._Rate
Hours per week_
Date of Assignment

Date ceased working on Project

OTHER THAN FRESHMEN
APPLICATION FOR FERA STUDENT RELIEF WORK
Date_
Student Data
Name_School_Class_
Age_School address_Phone_National¬
ity_Color_Are you married_
Parent or Guardian
Name_Occupation_
Address-Street_City_State_
Financial Data
Present Semester
Are your fees paid?

If not, amount deferred $_

How much must you earn this semester?!_What have been
your annual expenses, excluding tuition, each year you have been
in college?_
(Count room and board at money value")”
What was your last semester’s expense?__ ___
How much have you earned each year since entering college?

(Count room and board at money value)
Have you received financial assistance other than your earnings?
_

How much?_From what source?_

Are you in debt?

_How much?

List your unpaid debts below:
Source

Amount

I

_

How much of the above debts will you be required to pay back?
_Do you have a scholarship?
What kind?

What is its value?

Employment Data
Were you in school during 1933-34? 1st Sem.?
2nd Sem?
Did you work?_At what?_Hours per week? ._Rate per
Hour?
Total earned#_Do you have a job now?_
If so, answer the followings
Place of employment
Hours per week
Rate per hour
Weekly earnings
If not working now, when
and where were you last employed
_Kind of work
Why is it necessary for you to work?
Answer fully
Will it be impossible for you to attend school if you do not get
employment?
Explain

How many hours can you give to work per week and carry your schedule?
How many hours have you been scheduled
Are you willing to cut down your schedule?
Check the special
things you can do other than ordinary labor, e.g., typing, painting,
carpentry, cooking, library work, etc. Add additional

Are you willing to do ordinary labor for 30^ per hour?_To work
at night?
Saturday afternoons_Have you been employed
on FERA work before?
_When and by whom?_

Scholastic Data
List grades for the last semester for which you were enrolled.
Hours of H_A
B_P
0
D__ F_

General Data
Give name of a member of the Purdue Staff who knows about your need
of work

_

.

Give names and addresses of 3 persons (not relatives) in your commun¬
ity who are acquainted with your family and your need of work:

. ______

1
2

•____

■

3.______
Note: Be sure to have two other references send letters to the
Employment Director •

ESTIMATED BUDGET FOR 1st SEMESTER, 1934-35
Expenditures
University fees •••••»•••...«. $
Books and Supplies .••••.••*.«
Board
Rent
Clothing
Insurance
Transportation ••••••••••••«..
Recreation and Entertainment. «
Incidentals - laundry, tonsorial service
Total expenditures

Income
Cash on hand •»•••••«•••.•••• $
Approximate amount from parents^
Income from any estate, invest¬
ment or other source than em¬
ployment
Scholarship, loans, other aids

#

Deduct total income
I hereby certify that the above questions have been answered correctly and to
the best of my ability.
__Applicant

I hereby certify that this application is made with my consent and knowledge
and I believe the answers are true.
Parent or Guardian

STUDENT APPLICANT WILL NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE
Aotion of Placement Committees APPROVED_REJECTED_WHY?
Assigned to Project No.
Rate per hour

Hours per week

Date of finishing Project
COMMENTS *

Dept.

Supervisor
Date of Assignment
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APPENDIX B
STUDENT AID
FOUNDATION OF MICHIGAN
2486 National Bank Building

DETROIT
Cherry 3495

PHOTOGRAPH
Please attach in¬
expensive Print
Date

Name-^.Mddle ’flame ’ *'
Present Address •

• • street-City-

Permanent AddressHMBS1..sti.6St

’CitJ-

last‘Name
. .Tel. No
. .Tel. No

Date of Birth.Religion.

Sex

Physical Condition

This application is for a scholarship grant (or loan) of
for the college year...to be used at
Why are you choosing this college?.....

In what department do you expect to specialize?

What degree do you seek?

VflflATTONAL FLAMS:
What kind of work do you wish to do after completing your
course?..

What are your special aptitudes for this type of vocation
and why are you choosing it?.

What plans have you for seouring employment after complet
ing your training?.

F.AMILY RECORD:
State location,
income.

occupation, employment and approximate

Father___

Mother

Brothers and Sisters

Other Relatives in Home

ECONOMIC STATUS
Total .Amount Earned to Date
Savings on Hand__

Indebtedness

Is anyone Dependent on You and to What Extent?

To What Extent and How Will You Be Able to
Finance Your Next Years at School?

PROPOSED BUDGET
Income:
Withdrawal from
Personal Savings

Expenditures:

Tuition

Help from Family
Help from Other
Sources (Individuals,
Scholarships, etc.)

Board

Earnings during
School Year

Books

Room

Transportation
Clothes
Laundry
Incidentals

Request from Student
Aid Foundation
Total

Total

Signature of Applicant

IMPORTANT:
Two or three letters of recommendation, supporting your
application for a scholarship, should be sent to the Student
Aid Foundation of Michigan, 2486 National Bank Building,
Detroit*
Complete official transcripts of high school or
undergraduate work must accompany this request.

Problem Approved By?

Date

077^ ^ /?y<£.

